


For the past two years, the
educator summit has been a

huge hit among educators
around the country, so we

are excited to announce that
by popular demand we have

added a mid-year
conference...

FEATURING
ALL NEW

SESSIONS!



WITH KEYNOTES BY

TREVORTREVOR  
MUIRMUIR

Trevor is a teacher, author, and speaker. Founder of Epic
PBL, he is the author of the books The Epic Classroom and
The Collaborative Classroom. Trevor is a teacher at Grand
Valley State University, was a national faculty member for
the Buck Institute for Education, and is one of the Andrew
Gomez Dream Foundation speakers. Trevor's inspiring and
informative videos have been viewed over 35 million
times. At the heart of Trevor’s work is the conviction that
every student has the potential for greatness, and that
every teacher can be equipped to unlock that potential.



AND

WILEYWILEY
BLEVINSBLEVINS

Wiley Blevins, PhD, is a world-renowned expert on early
reading and the author of the seminal books Phonics From
A to Z, Choosing and Using Decodable Texts, and A Fresh
Look at Phonics: Common Causes of FAILURE and 7
Ingredients for SUCCESS. He has taught in both the United
States and South America, and regularly trains teachers
throughout Asia. He holds a doctorate in education from
Harvard University and has worked with numerous
educational scholars including Jeanne, Chall, Isabel Beck,
Marilyn Adams, Luoisa Moats, Dianne August, and others.



WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING

"I am so happy I attended. The speakers were
engaging and provided so many opportunities

for us to think about our practice.
I can't wait to try some new ideas!"

"This was AWESOME! I got so many new
ideas and confirmations that I'm on the right

track about what I am already doing! 
The virtual way was amazing because I got to
"attend" a lot more workshops than if I was in
person and I got to do itlittle by little and so I

wasn't overwhelmed by it all. Thank you for doing
this! Thank you presenters for taking the time to

record your sessions for us all!"



WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING

"Thank you so much for this amazing
conference! I have learned so much and can't

wait to start applying some of what I've learned!"

"This was/is full of such engaging and useful
ideas to help kids learn and teachers teach!"

"This conference is life-changing! I learned so
many new strategies and techniques to make

my classroom better. I am forever grateful to all
the educators who put this together, it was so

worthwhile! "



PURCHASE EARLY
AND SAVE!

$35Oct 15 - 20
Early Bird Price

$60Dec 1 - Jan 20
Pre-Summit Price

$45Oct 21 - Nov 30
Value Price

$70Jan 21 - 22
At The Door Price

https://www.theeducatorsummit.com/
https://www.theeducatorsummit.com/
https://www.theeducatorsummit.com/
https://www.theeducatorsummit.com/


Over 20 hours of virtual professional
development for Kindergarten and First
Grade educators - all online!
Registered attendees have 60 day access to
recorded sessions from nationally recognized
experts.
Certification of completion is available for all
attendees.
Purchase orders are accepted!

WHAT IS THE EDUCATOR
SUMMIT?

Click Here To Register
Or To Learn More!

Or Scan This
QR Code!

https://www.theeducatorsummit.com/
https://www.theeducatorsummit.com/
https://www.theeducatorsummit.com/


WITH SESSIONS BY

ADAMADAM
PETERSONPETERSON
Bring them in close!
Small group Math &
LIteracy Fun for
Student Success

Adam Peterson is an award-winning educator from Illinois
and an internationally recognized speaker. After spending
more than a decade as a kindergarten teacher, Adam
now takes his knowledge and talents on the road across
the nation to inspire, educate, and motivate other
teachers to create classrooms that encourage creativity,
play, and hands-on learning.  

He was a featured speaker at the event TEDxNormal 2019
where he shared his message of making the world a
brighter place through his Be The Yellow talk and
movement. Being a believer that family comes first, Adam
spends every free second he has with his beautiful wife,
Trisha, and their two amazing children. 



WITH SESSIONS BY

ALEXISALEXIS
SHEPARDSHEPARD
Self-Care & Your
Classroom:
Creating Cultures of
Wellness

Alexis is a former middle school English teacher with over
a decade of experience in South Carolina public schools.
She has endured burnout, bureaucracy, the joys and
triumphs that come with the teaching profession. 

In 2018, Alexis created The AfroEducator to empower
educators to step into the most confident, conscious, and
authentic versions of themselves inside and outside the
classroom. 

Alexis uses her voice and her expertise to help educators
at all levels ditch perfectionism, celebrate progress, and
find joy in the journey of becoming. 



WITH SESSIONS BY

AMANYAMANY
ELGENDYELGENDY
Diversity in 
Picture Books

Amany Elgendy is a kindergarten teacher in South West
Florida, where she has been teaching for 7 years. She loves
to utilize picture books in her classroom to ensure all of her
students feel seen. In her roles, she advocates for students
to be represented and heard; both inside and outside of
the classroom. 

Amany is part of her local union, and participates heavily
in her county, as she continues to amplify teacher voices
and teacher rights. 

Amany is a frequently invited speaker at conferences to
provide the unique perspective of being a Muslim teacher
in public schools.



WITH SESSIONS BY

ANGELAANGELA
GRIFFITHGRIFFITH
Creating Engaged
Writers in the
Primary Grades

Hey there! I’m Angela Griffith, the educator, author, and
lifelong learner behind The Daily Alphabet. I’m here to help
you create positive learning experiences in your
classroom by bringing you research-based strategies and
resources. 

I know what it’s like to be overwhelmed with all of the
latest teaching fads when all you need are resources and
activities that keep your students engaged in learning. I’m
passionate about literacy, and I love the entire ELA block,
from whole and small group to centers and writing! I enjoy
helping teachers to fall in love with their ELA block as well!



WITH SESSIONS BY

ANNAANNA
GEIGERGEIGER
The Science of
Reading and the 
Big Five

Anna Geiger, M.Ed., has classroom experience from first
through fifth grade. After earning her Master's degree in
Curriculum & Instruction, she began caring for her
children at home. Now Anna serves educators through her
blog, The Measured Mom, where she shares hands-on
lessons, thoughtful articles, and printable resources. 

She has a weekly podcast called Triple R Teaching, and
she delivers monthly video trainings and printables to
members of The Measured Mom Plus. Anna is Orton-
Gillingham certified and is currently working toward a
Reading Science certificate from Mount St. Joseph
University.



WITH SESSIONS BY

CHRISTINACHRISTINA
DECARBODECARBO
Oral Language: A
Superpower for
Thinking, Talking,
and Writing!

Christina (Miss DeCarbo) is a literacy coach, national
presenter, and curriculum author from Northeast, Ohio.
After teaching in the classroom for over twelve years, she
currently works as her district’s PreK-5 literacy coach. She
is trained in dyslexia and structured literacy through the
Orton Gillingham Academy, LETRS, and Top 10 Tools. Her
research-based sessions are packed with engaging
lessons and creative tools to help students reach their
greatest potential as readers, writers, and problem-
solvers. 

Christina is the curriculum author of best-selling literacy
intervention materials, and loves collaborating with
educators on Instagram @missdecarbo. As a mom to two
little ones at home, she enjoys spending time with family
when she is not at school. You can learn more about
Christina on her website at www.missdecarbo.com.



WITH SESSIONS BY

CRYSTALCRYSTAL
OSWALDOSWALD
SEL Everywhere

Crystal Oswald is District Service Coach for a variety of
schools in Illinois. Prior to this position, she was a
classroom teacher for 14 years and an SEL specialist for 3
years. . She has taught every grade from 1st - 5th grade.
She holds a Bachelors in Elementary Education from the
University of Nebraska and a Masters in Literacy. 

She has her certification as a Reading Specialist and is
currently working on graduate SEL courses. Crystal is
passionate about helping teachers and students grow.
She loves creating engaging lessons that tap into all
learning styles! She enjoys golfing, taking walks, and
hanging out with friends and family. She is beyond thrilled
to collaborate and share all things SEL.



WITH SESSIONS BY

DEEDEEDEEDEE
WILLSWILLS
Games that Teach -
Math and literacy
activities your
students will beg to
play

Mrs. Wills’ Kindergarten aims to provide Kindergarten
teachers with valuable resources, lesson plans, and
activities to help enhance the effectiveness of their
teaching and better their overall classroom environments.

Mrs. Wills has years of experience both teaching and
coaching teachers. 

She has over 600 products on Teachers Pay Teachers for
kindergarten and first grade learning!



WITH SESSIONS BY

GREGGREG
SMEDLEYSMEDLEY
WARRENWARREN
Centers DIY

Howdy! I am Mr. Greg from The Kindergarten Smorgasboard.  
I have been teaching for 15 years. I spent a year teaching
fifth grade, two years in second grade, and am now in my
12th year in kindergarten which is my passion and my calling
but honestly, that wasn’t how it started. I plan to never leave
the classroom as the kids are what drive me to continue my
growth as a teacher and person.

I have a monthly broadcast on YouTube called Submission
for Smorgie LIVE. I enjoy blogging, creating curriculum and
resources for my classroom and conducting professional
development sessions to help teachers around the world
make their classrooms a more fun, effective, and interactive
place to teach.

When I’m not in the classroom, blogging, and doing all
things teach, I enjoy spending time with my family.  I live in
Nashville, Tennessee with my husband (known as The Mister
on my blog) our daughter, Adelynn, and our dog, Butters.



WITH SESSIONS BY

HILARYHILARY
STATUMSTATUM
Sound Wall 
Secrets

Hilary Statum is an ESL Teacher in Middle Tennessee with
over 15 years of experience at the school she attended as
a young child. She has experience teaching kindergarten,
first, transitional-first, second, fourth, and fifth graders!
She is the author of Pencils to Pigtails, a popular blog for
parents and teachers. Her first published book entitled
“Solar System for Kids” was released on May 26th, 2020. 

Hilary is also a Featured Presenter at regional and national
educational events held around the country. She holds a
Master’s Degree in Instructional Leadership and enjoys
coordinating and teaching her school district’s free parent
English class. Her favorite days are spent with her two
young girls and baby boy, husband, parents, siblings, and
the rest of her very large extended family. You can
connect with Hilary on all social media platforms using the
handle @pencilstopigtails. 



WITH SESSIONS BY

JACKIEJACKIE
KOPSKOPS
Pre-Writing , Fine
Motor FUN using
Fine Motor Journals

I’m Jackie, your go-to girl for early childhood ideas and
inspiration. My passion is to inspire you with play-based
activities, themed centers and supports that nurture and
challenge little learners. I also want to help you find ways
to embed character (aka social skills) throughout your
day. I want to do the work for you so you can stop missing
your life.

My goal is for your to spend less time brainstorming and
less time creating. This will lead to more time teaching,
more time creating a difference in the lives of your
students and more time for your family. YES, you work
hard and deserve to have time with the ones you love!



WITH SESSIONS BY

JILLIANJILLIAN
STARRSTARR
Building Strong
Number Sense

Hi, I’m Jillian! I am a struggling student turned passionate
educator. My dyslexia, ADHD, and sensory/auditory
processing issues went undiagnosed for most of my
educational career. My experiences in school have shaped
how I approach teaching and connecting with students. After
getting the help I needed, I flourished and couldn’t get enough
of school. I hold a Bachelor’s Degree in English and
Psychology, as well as a Master’s Degrees in Elementary
Education and Specialist of Reading.  This struggling reader
learned to love books, and now every nook of my house is
filled with piles of my favorites. 

After fifteen years in education, I’ve taken an extended
maternity leave to stay home with our third baby. I am
blessed every day that I get to be their mama. I am enjoying
this new opportunity to support the amazing teachers in our
online community. The incredible teachers in this space have
lifted me up so much through the past few years, and I’m
grateful for the opportunity to give back!



WITH SESSIONS BY

KATIEKATIE
GARNERGARNER
Sneaking through
the Brain's 
Backdoor with
Music

Katie Garner, M.Ed. (author of Secret Stories® Cracking the
Reading Code with the Brain in Mind) is an internationally
known education speaker, author and literacy consultant with
thirty years of experience working in classrooms around the
world and a passion for infusing neuroscience into literacy
and learning. Her “backdoor to the brain” approach to fast-
tracking phonics skills for reading (via the social-emotional
learning systems) shifts the paradigms associated with
traditional literacy instruction. 

Her fast-paced, dynamic presentations spotlight “brain-
changing” strategies for boosting existing reading/ phonics
curriculum by aligning science of reading-based practice
with the brain’s systems for learning. Her proven methods for
bringing neuroscience into the forefront of literacy and
learning have been shared in both lecture and panel
discussions at Harvard University and MIT, and have been the
subject of numerous professional journal articles and
publications.



WITH SESSIONS BY

KATIEKATIE
MENSEMENSE
SQUEEZING in 
Fine Motor

Katie Mense is a children’s author, a nationally recognized
speaker, and an energetic Kindergarten teacher in
Southern Illinois with more than 15 years of classroom
experience. She has a passion for creating fun, hands-on
lessons and activities designed to meet the needs of all
students. As a student who struggled through school, she
truly understands that every student has different needs
and learning styles. 

Katie is a McKendree University graduate, earning a
Bachelor of Science degree in Education and later, a
Master of Arts degree in education. Katie is a boy mom
and loves to spend time in the great outdoors with her 3
sons, Brody, Grady, and Finn. She is very passionate about
recognizing and giving back to teachers and loves to
share her ideas and teaching experiences on her award-
winning blog, "LittleKinderWarriors."



WITH SESSIONS BY

KERIKERI
BROWNBROWN
Destination Digital -
implementing
Google, Seesaw and
Boom

Keri has been in education over 15 years teaching both
kindergarten and first grade. She lives in central Alabama
with her pup, Lola. 

She enjoys learning new strategies for teaching, meeting
teachers from all over the world and integrating tech into as
many things as she can!



WITH SESSIONS BY

KIMKIM
ADSITADSIT
Math Centers 
that Matter

Kim is a retired kindergarten teacher! She taught
kindergarten for 30 years and now works as a national
presenter. When she isn't working at her daughter Megan's
school, she loves to garden and spend time with her
family. 

She and Andy, her husband, have two children, Megan,
who is married to Nick, and Tyler, who is married to Ginny.
They also have a beagle named KT Ann. 



WITH SESSIONS BY

KIMBERLYKIMBERLY
JORDANOJORDANO
Teacher I'm Done!
Early Finisher
Activities

Kimberly Jordano has incorporated over 30 years of
teaching experience into her kindergarten classroom. She
has been a master teacher and language-arts mentor in
her school district. She holds a master’s degree in English
as a Second Language (ESL). 

Kimberly is a full time kindergarten teacher in Los Alamitos
California. She is a national teacher presenter and you
can find her posts daily on both Instagram and her
Facebook pages Kinderbykim.

Kimberly’s goal is to keep the joy in kindergarten while
teaching the standards in a meaningful child centered
way!



WITH SESSIONS BY

LEANNALEANNA
WOLKISWOLKIS
GOLDSTEINGOLDSTEIN
Guiding Young Learners
Through Writing Mini
Lessons While Engaging
Them In An Environment
Filled With Literacy!

LeAnna Wolkis Goldstein is an energetic and passionate
Kindergarten Teacher from Arizona with over 25 years of
teaching experience. She earned her Bachelor’s degree from
Arizona State University, a Master’s Degree from NAU, an
Early Childhood Endorsement and achieved the rigorous
advanced credentials of National Board Certification. 

While teaching in her award-winning classroom, The “Wolkis
Wonderland,” she designs mini hands-on center based
stations that are brought to life with novel realia. As a
Nationally Recognized Presenter, LeAnna empowers
educators to create cooperative learning environments
utilizing music, movement & manipulatives that foster 100%
student engagement. 



WITH SESSIONS BY

DR. LORIDR. LORI
ELLIOTTELLIOTT
Let’s Teach Like 
Ms. Frizzle!

Dr. Lori Elliott is an energetic and creative educator. She
has served as a classroom teacher, technology
integration specialist, and literacy coordinator. Dr. Elliott is
the author of several books including her most recent,
Project Based Learning Anywhere. 

Lori currently teaches an adjunct instructor at Missouri
State University. She collaborates with educators
nationally and internationally as an instructional coach
and educational consultant. 

She is passionate about literacy, technology integration,
student engagement, and Project Based Learning. 



WITH SESSIONS BY

MARSHAMARSHA
MCGUIREMCGUIRE
Cold Weather 
Fine Motor Fun!

I’m Marsha, a teacher-mom committed to the journey of
creating a differentiated classroom for my students. It’s
my goal to meet the needs of all my students through fun,
engaging and developmentally appropriate activities.
 
When I’m not teaching, I’m a busy wife to my amazing
husband and mom to my three little Irish lads.



WITH SESSIONS BY

MARYMARY
AMOSONAMOSON
Phonics Beyond
ABCs

I am a learner. I have a Bachelors and Masters degree in early
childhood education as well as a specialist degree in
Instructional Technology. My husband jokes that he still
believes I will get that doctorate! I know I learn more teaching
and in the blogging world that I ever learned in school.

I am a wife. I married an awesome man when 16 years ago.
We had nothing when we got married and we have both
worked hard and supported each other. I am confident God
picked a mate for me way better than I could have ever
picked for myself.

I am also a mommy! I have two daughters and they are my
biggest blessing. Both are completely different which keeps
my hubs and I on our toes.

I am a presenter. I love to come to local, state, and national
conferences and in service trainings for schools. You can find
out more about this here.



WITH SESSIONS BY

MATTMATT
HALPERNHALPERN
Vocabulary 
Rocks!

Hello, I'm Matt Halpern and I'm a passionate educator. With
almost twenty years experience, I can bring expertise, energy,
and enthusiasm to your school, district, or conference.

I've taught kindergarten, first and second grades, and was
also a literacy coach for a few years. Building relationships is
the foundation of my work, both with children and adults.

My blog, Look at My Happy Rainbow, along with the
accompanying book led me to proudly call myself a writer. My
first professional book, A Teacher's Guide to Interactive
Writing, is coming soon from Heinemann.

In addition to sharing my ideas at conferences, consulting
allows me to go into schools and classrooms and work
directly with teachers. Guest teaching, coaching, planning - I
bring my energy and love for students and learning to my
consulting clients and form solid relationships to help us learn
and grow together.



WITH SESSIONS BY

REBEKAHREBEKAH
POEPOE
Behavior as
Communication

Rebekah Poe is an award-winning special education
teacher and national teaching conference presenter. She
has over a decade of experience in special education. 

As an educator, Rebekah believes all behavior is
communication and all feelings are valid, and she focuses
on providing equitable education and establishing
connections to students of all ability levels in an inclusive
setting.



WITH SESSIONS BY

STEPHANIESTEPHANIE
STEWARTSTEWART
Simple Shifts to
Bring THE SCIENCE
OF READING Into
Your Small Groups

Hi there! I’m Stephanie Stewart. I have eleven years of
experience teaching in the K-2 classroom. 

I’m a primary educator through and through! 

I love creating high-interest learning experiences for
students and I’m always looking for new ways to put a
creative twist on the standards. 



WITH SESSIONS BY

TAMARATAMARA
MOOREMOORE
Rainbow Club

Tamara is a former teacher, forever educator taking her
K-5 SEL and classroom teacher experience to early
childhood education. 

Tamara is passionate about inclusive education for BIPOC
and LGBTQIA+ students in schools and actively advocates
for equitable and accessible education. 

Tamara currently lives in Denver with her partner Shelby
(she/her/hers) and her dog, Snickers. 



PURCHASE EARLY
AND SAVE!

$35Oct 15 - 20
Early Bird Price

$60Dec 1 - Jan 20
Pre-Summit Price

$45Oct 21 - Nov 30
Value Price

$70Jan 21 - 22
At The Door Price

https://www.theeducatorsummit.com/
https://www.theeducatorsummit.com/
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https://www.theeducatorsummit.com/


READY TO ATTEND?READY TO ATTEND?
PURCHASEPURCHASE

EARLY AND SAVE!EARLY AND SAVE!
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